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Abstract 

Nanoprobes. Nanomaterials are attractive for their small size and for the ability to tune their 

composition and, therefore, their properties. These materials are enabling many new studies at the 

interface between disciplines. Attractive properties include tuning their electronic structure, defects, 

and magnetic properties to enable new forms of nanoprobes. Nanoprobes have been created, for 

example, with high brightness and stable fluorescent properties for use in probing biological systems. 

A relatively new form of nanoprobe rely on non-linear optical phenomena such as second harmonic 

generation (SHG) to enable study over long timescales and to depths previously not possible with 

fluorescent probes. Realizing the potential for these SHG nanoprobes requires fine control over 

composition, size, and properties. We have demonstrated the ability to prepare single-crystalline SHG 

nanoprobes with tuned dimensions using synthetic techniques aimed at scale-up processes [1-3]. 

Another key aspect to using these nanoprobes is to adjust their surface chemistry to stabilize their 

composition, maintain a colloidal state, and enable use as probes in multiple systems. We have applied 

a relatively new approach to tuning the chemical functionality at the surfaces of nanoprobes, which 
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 utilizes widely available reagents and can be readily extended to other laboratories [4]. We will 

demonstrate how this method can add a range of functional groups to nanoprobes and to couple 

biologically relevant molecules to these nanoprobes while preserving their SHG properties. We will 

highlight progress towards developing both SHG and magnetic nanoprobes and tuning their properties, 

as well as prospects for further development in this field.  
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